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1. Subject matter

In many of its facets, the phenomenon of violence is present in numerous hero narratives: the trial in
battle and war for instance can constitute the point of departure for heroization processes; protecting
the defenceless against the violence of others can be told in concepts and narratives of heroism; using
one’s own body when faced with the threat of expected violence can be rewarded with hero status.
Violence, understood as the wilful damaging of the body of another against that individual’s will, is
admittedly not a constitutive condition for heroization processes, but it often accompanies them. The
willingness to deliberately subject oneself to the violence of others, to endure it passively or to
confront it actively is equally a prominent reason for construction processes of the heroic.[1]

There is no inherent ontological bond between violence and heroism; however, owing to specific
similarities – for instance with regard to their transgressive element, their affective impact, their
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ambiguous relationship to order and their focus on an identifiable deed – they can be understood as
phenomena that are linked to each other through numerous theoretical interfaces. The violence of an
action can be veiled as a heroic deed, or the heroic act of establishing a new social system can be
accompanied by the violence that Karl Marx describes as “the midwife of every old society pregnant
with a new one.”[2] Two central lines of thought proceed from this possible connection between
violence and heroism: first, both violence and the heroic call for their legitimation and often find it in
references to each other. The heroic thus joins the concepts of ‘violence’ and ‘legitimacy’ and forms
with them a tense web of interrelation in which questions as to the reciprocal dependence of the
phenomena should be asked. Second, attention can be focused on those involved in violence –
perpetrator, victim and audience – and the questions addressed: which agents are heroized; who is
doing the heroizing; for which conduct is heroizing happening and which agents can be heroized at
all? This also takes into account the observation that heroization processes and experiences of
violence are to be understood as historically and culturally contingent phenomena and that a vast
number of violent and heroic situations are thus conceivable.

2. The concept of violence

With reference to “the connection commonly made between power and violence”[3], the concept of
violence must be delimited and a definition focused on ‘physical violence’ must be selected in order to
expose the interfaces between violence and heroism.[4] This definition also contrasts with the forms
of “structural violence”[5] or of “social coercion”‘ – which can be characterised by the threat of physical
assault or particular means of enforcing compliance[6] – and focuses on its character as a direct power
action. Here Heinrich Popitz’ definition of the concept of violence is instructive: he defines violence as
“a power action, leading to the intended bodily damaging of others, no matter whether for the actor it
finds its meaning in its being carried out (as mere power of action) or, translated into threats, is
supposed to establish the durable subjection of the other party (as binding power of action).”[7] Thus,
for the context of the heroic, an authoritative concept of violence is one that asks who does what to
whom and thereby places individuals not only in the role of subject, but in the role of object as well.[8]

By focusing on one specifiable deed – i.e. the corporeal damaging of an individual by another against
the former’s will – violence is not only conceptually near the heroic deed, which is regularly a decisive
point of reference for heroization processes, the violent deed also appears to exhibit theoretical
similarities to the heuristics of the heroic through its character as “a harming power of action”.[9] This
holds true for instance whenever hero and heroism are debated by way of the terms autonomy and
transgressiveness, moral and affective potential, agonality or strong agency (cf. Constitutive Processes of
Heroic Figures).[10] In particular, the aspect of transgression, which both the violent and heroic deed
can be qualified as, raises the question what symbolic power can a violent deed have for phenomena
of the heroic. The manner and even the circumstances of a violent deed can give attributions of the
heroic a unique form.

3. Interfaces between violence and heroism

Using a narrow concept of violence, a number of questions on the interplay of violence and heroism
can be phrased that help discern the different interfaces between the two phenomena. First,
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questions aimed at violence itself are productive. Peter Imbusch proposes deducing violence through
seven questions: who exercises violence? What happens when violence is exercised? How is violence
exercised? Who is violence directed at? For what reasons is violence exercised? What are the objectives
in exercising violence? What is the justification behind the exercise of violence?[11] In addition,
inquiring into the third party is specific to the construction of the heroic, for, as Jan Philipp Reemtsma
finds regarding the violent deed, only through “a connections-creating third party do both aspects, the
creation and the destruction of a social relationship, socialisation and desocialisation, become
comprehensible as the unity of the violent deed”.[12] Through the third party that relates and
confirms the violent deed – as a heroic deed – “the meaningful or perhaps only signal-like connection
of that manifestation of violence to its environment”[13] becomes socially relevant. Who then are the
third parties to violence? How are they involved? Who recounts violence? And above all: how do the
third parties connect the questions posed by Imbusch to the heroic? If each of the questions on
violence are asked considering the ‘connections-creating third parties’ with an eye to the phenomena
of the heroic, then three themes can be identified in which the interfaces between violence and
heroism are situated.

3.1. The violent deed and those involved

Who exercises what kind of violence on whom and how? The consolidation of the first four questions
focuses on the violent deed itself and those party to it. In connection with violent deeds, the powerful
of action who exercise violence are regularly the first to be heroized. These are cases of the classic
concurrence of violent deed and heroic deed. This concurrence has been expressed in particular
throughout regions and cultures in the warrior ethos, which has been elevated to the trial of
masculinity, and finds its historical zenith in the duel. Here, violence appears to be a constitutive
prerequisite for the subsequent heroization processes pursued by the ‘connections-creating third
parties’ – i.e. communities of admirers and audiences in this case. The question of the heroizableness
of the violent deed itself limits this perpetrator-centric perspective. Whether or not a violent deed is
heroizable is subject to historical changes; the moral frame of reference in which violence is exercised
is contextual, i.e. modifiable, and, accordingly, the heroization options are also conceivable only in the
specifically relevant framework, the scopes of violence (‘Räume der Gewalt’, the German meaning
implicates spatial, temporal and discursive connotations here), as Jörg Baberowski calls them. He
further states:

“Although situations and the possibilities of the scope decide how violence is carried out and
suffered, no individual proceeds into a violent situation without presuppositions. The
individual always knows what is to be done, for perpetrators and victims, attackers and
defenders instinctively fall into established habits that make sense in their cosmos.”[14]

This perspective already points to the web of interrelation between violence, legitimacy and heroism
to be discussed below. Baberowski not only intimates that there are well-known patterns that convey
which forms of violence are heroizable, he also points out a specific feature of the heroic: through the
heroic figure’s own role model function, it is possibly the discourses of the heroic themselves in
specifically relevant contexts by which the ‘established habits’ are not just recognised, but also
defined. The example of the hero (known to those involved) possibly makes certain forms of the use of
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violence conceivable in the first place or even requires them, for even “knights were afraid, suffered
anguish and feared death, but they went into battle because their status obliged them to wield the
sword against their enemies”.[15]

It is also conceivable that certain forms of violence are not or no longer heroizable and that such acts
of violence might not fit into the framework of the heroic from the outset (this question is subordinate
to the problem of legitimacy). However, this would relate only to the ‘perpetrator’ as a possible heroic
figure and not to the perpetrator’s antagonist – in extreme cases, the victim of violence, who can also
be heroized (in any case, whenever the term ‘victim’ does not relate exclusively to the processes of
attribution through which individuals are classified into this category [cf. Typological Field of the
Heroic], but refers more generally to individuals who have seen themselves subjected to violence or
who have consciously exposed themselves to it[16]). Opening the questions to the how of violence and
the associated at whom leads to not just asking about the perpetrator, but about the relationship
between perpetrator and victim. In this sense, the processes of heroization can to the same extent
relate to those who expose themselves to violence, be it because they are consequently accorded a
heroic victim status – as can be the case in the extreme case of the martyr[17] – be it because the use
of one’s own body and corporeal integrity when faced with the violence of others is heroized –
regardless of whether someone is labelled as a victim or the experience of violence is merely pointed
out.

The use of one’s own body as the greatest good is decisive for heroization, meaning that the question
of the antagonist is detached from the personified opponent and raised to the abstract level of the
violence itself – in this respect precisely as the danger for life and limb of its opponent. When
journalists for instance are heroized because they place their corporeal integrity on the line ‘for the
truth’, this occurs detached from the identifiability of the possible perpetrator. With Baberowski, it
could be said that they consciously enter a space open to violence and heroization occurs via the
reference to the implicit threat of violence itself. The experience of violence becomes the focus of the
heroization processes in these and in other instances (for instance in frontline experiences) and
overshadows the act of violence.

3.2. Web of interrelation: legitimacy – violence – heroism

The tense triangle that results from the concepts of legitimacy, violence and heroism is defined by the
questions as to the justifications for and reasons why violence is exercised. The question as to
violence’s justifications is the one “as to the goals and possible motives of violence, which examines
intentions and purposes in search of an explanation”.[18] In this case, attention is focused on the kind
and type of the violent deed itself; it is assessed according to the relevant society’s systems of values
and norms. Jan Philipp Reemtsma proposes in his phenomenology of physical violence differentiating
between locative, raptive and autotelic violence.[19] He points out that different forms of violence
require different forms of legitimation depending on the culture.[20] Thus, the distinction “between
legitimate and illegitimate forms of violence” is derived from superordinate norm systems.[21]

The question regarding the legitimacy of physical violence will also always be asked because violence,
as a power action, intrinsically strives for its own legitimacy. When determining what seems to be
conceivable and what appears impossible, which violence seems to be honourable, just or even
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necessary and which violence regularly seems to be that of the perpetrator but not that of a hero,
hero narratives make a decisive contribution. The heroic can serve to elevate specific forms of violence
to sacredness, as can be observed for instance in cases of defence of another person, which is
celebrated as civil courage (and its omission disparaged as cowardice). Popitz states regarding the
connection between legitimation strategies and the heroic: “The legitimation of violence is typically
enhanced, heightened by its glorification. The violent action both of an individual and of a collectivity
is celebrated as heroic, whether it defends one’s land or it invades a foreign one, whether it turns
existent wealth into booty or it annihilates the unfaithful.”[22]

However, the web of interrelation of legitimacy, violence, and heroism can be understood not just in
pointing to the justifications of specific forms of violence as heroic deeds (i.e. heroism in connection
with the question as to the justifications of violence). The perspective must also be reversed: through
the transgressive character of violence, the question arises as to how the agent of the violence is
positioned through the deed in the social space. Reemtsma finds that where violence is required,
perpetrators of violence may hope for “the dividends that come with fulfilling one’s duty”, i.e. fame
and bravery; where violence is not allowed, perpetrators ”set their own rules” and challenge the
culture in which they live.[23] Questions of heroization and demonisation follow here intuitively.
Violence also always has a legitimising or delegitimising effect on those who exercise it. Therefore, as
regards the agents, the question is also always asked: what are the reasons violence is exercised?

Hence, legitimisation through violence has an inverse relationship with the legitimisation of violence;
the question of violence’s justifications and the question of violence’s reasons are intertwined. In the
end, the adoration of the agent of violence as a hero at any rate may result from the agent’s violence,
just as the violent deed requires the agent’s example to be legitimised in the first place. Deheroization
processes can also be conducted alongside the discourses on the violence of the specific agent, be it
because the violent deeds are re-evaluated at a later point in time, be it because the violence itself is
understood by the ‘connections-creating third party’ as illegitimate. These processes already point to
the phenomena of the association of violence and heroism that centre around social order.

3.3. Social order

Imbusch’s question as to the objectives of violence is still unanswered. It directs attention to the
intended or unintended consequences of violence. The concept of violence also moves closer to the
phenomena of the heroic when order-establishing processes of community formation are examined.
According to Popitz, violence is not to be seen merely as “incidents within social relations”, but as
“foundations of the structure of human social existence.”[24] Imbusch also understands violence as a
“complex phenomenon involving major ambiguity between the destruction and the creation of
order.”[25] Violence would therefore need to be understood not just as a problem of social relations,
but even as a constitutive factor for the formation of communities, for instance whenever it acts as the
revolutionary midwife for the implementation of new orders – a position that has also been adopted in
particular by Frantz Fanon for the struggle surrounding decolonisation.[26] Hans-Georg Soeffner
notes that there is a ‘charisma of violence’ that points to a suggestion of freedom and carries a
revolutionary impetus.[27]

This brings the violence on which new orders are established into proximity with the heroic. On the
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one hand, the personalisation of remembering heroic actors must inevitably recall their violent acts on
which the new order is founded; on the other hand, violence thereby manifests itself as a form of
extraordinariness, the exceptional character of which resembles or is even indistinguishable from the
fascination of the heroic. Soeffner explains to this effect: “vis-à-vis (everyday) normality, violence
emphasises the extraordinary, i.e. the abnormal. Its irrationality evokes extreme emotions.”[28]
Extraordinariness is not merely the “trial of the individual”[29] that is expressed via the charisma of
violence and that points out the phenomena of legitimisation through violence (see above).
Extraordinariness also points to the exceptional and transgressive essence of both phenomena.
Although this essence has an intrinsic order-establishing character, it simultaneously presents both
the hero and violence as a problem in the orders.

4. Distinctive aspects

Beyond the theoretical interfaces between violence and heroism presented here, there are even
further topics that can be identified in which a thematic conflation of the two phenomena is regularly
found. The following is a far from complete rendition of the gender-connoted assessment of violence,
in particular as it relates to masculinity configurations, and of hero remembrance in connection with
communities’ memory of violence.

4.1. Violence, masculinity and heroism

Throughout eras and spaces, a close connection between violence and notions of masculinity can be
observed in the vast number of societies (if not in all of them). On the one hand, male violence is
perceived as a problem due to its scale and ubiquity. For instance, it has been found that the vast
number of violent crimes worldwide is committed by men and, thus, in particular “the individual and
social consequences of violence against women are made politically conspicuous”.[30] At the same
time, however, violence, as an option for solving hierarchic conflicts primarily – be it in relation to
women, other men or competing communities – is constructed as a male prerogative, meaning that
an agent for instance who invokes his manliness not only claims to be allowed to thereby legitimise his
violence, he also places himself in relation to others. In this sense, Michael Meuser poses the question
with respect to Trutz von Trotha’s observation that violence is an Everyman’s resource (“Jedermanns-
Ressource”)[31]

“Is it also an ‘Everywoman’s resource’? Considering the differences in the status of female
and male violence in the gender order, a relativising addendum – also with regard to this
order – must be made, namely that violence is a ‘legitimate’ ‘Everyman’s resource’, but an
‘illegitimate’ ‘Everywoman’s resource’. The gender logic of violence entails the potential of
violence being realised predominantly by men. The gender order validates itself in violence
relations. Men and women have at their disposal the (power) resource of violence to
different degrees.”[32]

Thus, violence is not just legitimised through the reference to the masculinity of the agent, but the
agent’s masculinity is simultaneously demonstrated and confirmed first in relation to his victims and
secondly to the ‘connections-creating third parties’. The social creation of masculinity as a point in the
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relational framework of the gender order is therefore closely associated with practices of violence,
their regulation and assessment.[33] In the web of interrelation of legitimacy, violence and heroism, in
which heroism is legitimised through forms of violence and at the same time heroizations take place
via forms of violence perceived as legitimate, heroized violence regularly has a masculine connotation.
Via the conflation of violence as a possible course of action with hegemonial forms of masculinity that
affirm that possibility, a connection to the heroic thereby explicitly arises.

The phenomenon of masculinely connoted violence therefore appears not just as a hierarchic
negotiation process over the normative power of the violent deed itself – a victor triumphs over his
victim – instead it also functions within a given community as a factor in legitimisation or
delegitimisation and, in the ideal case, as a recognition resource to which anywhere from social
validation to heroization (or in the opposite case, demonisation) relates. Ultimately, therefore, the
critical question must stand whether a virtually natural connection between heroism and masculinity is
constructed via the association of violence and heroism – and the focus on men that accompanies this
conflation. Hence, from the outset, legitimately accessing a central resource for heroization processes
would be denied or at least made difficult for women – not because they cannot act violently, but
because they are not allowed or, to be more precise, it is not expected from them according to this
logic. Accordingly, only the role of the victim or of the ‘connections-creating third party’ would be left
for women, but not that of the hero – at least not through violence.

In its organised form, violence finds its place in war, i.e. those historical moments that until today
appear not only as manly affairs, but have also contributed significantly to the formation of specific
masculinities.[34] Leo Braudy states: “Both war and masculinity are ideas shaped by a long interwoven
history.”[35] The paradigms of hero production have also shown to be endemic in war: here, in the
culmination of organised political violence, opportunities to access discourses of the heroic via
violence, transgression, agonal success, the exhibition of strong agency, mastering inner hurdles, the
encounter with violence as a danger and the possibility of facing this danger present themselves both
to the individual and to the collectivity. From the perspective of warring societies, heroisms have their
place in war (waged by men); heroes are born on the battlefield. In this respect, it seems that the
connection between heroic ideals and militarised masculinities can be found throughout all societies
and times: knights and religious warriors, revolutionaries and freedom fighters, elite soldiers and loyal
servicemen – i.e. agents of violence[36], to name but a few examples – depending on the historical
context not only moulded hegemonial concepts of masculinity, but their examples defined the
heroisms of their time to the same degree.[37] From the association between violence and heroism,
an intrinsic link between masculinity and heroism is to be constructed, via which the access to concepts
of the heroic can be made difficult or even denied to women.

However, this connection between heroism and violence to which masculinity seems to be inherent is
being debated anew today. Women are fighting (after they had already taken up arms in the early
Soviet Union, in the Spanish Civil War and in liberation movements of colonialised countries) more and
more in regular armies as soldiers; they are practicing martial arts and are thereby subverting
conventional links between violence-inclined heroism and masculinity. On the one hand,
(re)presentations of heroes are perpetuating gender-specific assignments of perpetrator and victim
roles, of ‘masculine’ strength and ‘feminine’ acquiescence. On the other hand, however, they are also
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subversively inverting these assignments, particularly in genres of popular culture. As early as the
1940s, comics such as Wonder Woman, and later Amazons Attack![38], Catwoman and films like Kill Bill,
have stylised the violent warrior as a superior heroine; some are drawing on familiar gender
stereotypes such as the heroically fighting Amazons, the Valkyries or the national heroine Joan of
Arc.[39] From this perspective, the connection between the heroic and male violence, presupposed as
a matter of course for many earlier eras, seems to have at least become fragile – however, the cited
examples also confirm that female violence is in need of explanation and requires alternative
legitimation discourses, meaning that a concept such as ‘gracefulness’ for example can be employed
in the context of female violence.[40]

4.2. Violence, memory of violence and hero remembrance

The affective power of violence compels perpetrators and victims, involved individuals and
accessories, contemporaries and posterity to take a stance on and position themselves in relation to a
violent deed not only at the moment thereof, but also subsequently when it is remembered. This holds
true when violence and heroism coalesce: in social processes of constructing and remembering
heroes, there is arguably no indifference towards the violence that they either inflicted on others as
fighters for a cause or experienced themselves as the ones who suffer violence.

This does not imply that the violent deed, the struggle or the willingness to make sacrifices for which a
hero is extolled by later communities of remembrance are explicitly (re)presented: “bodies are shot at,
injured, ripped apart, raped, mutilated, hacked to pieces; bodies can be executed, hanged,
decaptivated”.[41] Nothing is necessarily heard, read or seen of all that in representations of the hero
and their heroic deed; the speak- and showability rules of the (re)presentation of violence-shaped
heroic deeds vary according to time and place. In the Iliad, the history of the hero Achilles, Homer tells
of gruesome carnage during the Trojan War in explicit details and in classical Greece of the late 8th
century before Christ, battle scenes with piles of corpses are seen on funerary vessels. Accounts of
atrocities in classical texts can be understood as negotiations on the boundaries of good and bad
violence. They serve primarily the demonisation of the other that is to be ostracised: “In the affects of
the reader and of the listener, in the crossing of the individual sensitivity threshold, the rules were
imparted that had been socially set and that the author was sharing and wanted to impart. Aim and
outcome were simultaneously the ostracism of the agents from their own community.”[42] The
connection between violence and heroism is found here in the paradigm of enduring and suffering
unjust violence, resulting in the establishment of a charged relationship to the victim. In this sense,
the (re)presentations of Christ’s crucifixion do not spare the believers in Christianised Western Europe
detailed references to the ordeals that the Son of God suffered for their salvation, and paintings and
sculptures from the Middle Ages and the Renaissance graphically show how Christian martyrs were
tortured, broken on the wheel and pierced with arrows. At the same time, in the Middle Ages of the
14th century, writings are also found that disregard the (re)presentation that was common up to that
point of the hero’s physical fighting capabilities and suffered wounds, instead extolling the knight’s
indifference towards injuries and fighting on as heroic.[43] Thus, here as well, the heroization of the
agent of the violence is oriented less towards the agent’s deed than it is towards the attitude about
the dangers of violence.
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In the secular 20th century (with precursors in the 18th and 19th centuries), the vast majority of war
memorials and cemeteries commemorating the soldier heroes who fell in the First and Second World
Wars is merely modest grave crosses, lists of names with dates of birth and death, terse inscriptions
(“Having died a hero’s death…”) or they draw upon older systems of symbols such as the figure of Saint
George the dragon slayer.[44] Many monuments to heroes dispense with the names of the fallen
entirely; they are dedicated to the “unknown soldier”. The more there is talk of (war) heroes in
communities of remembrance of secular societies, it appears that there is less to be learned of the
specifics in commemorations of the violence inflicted or suffered; at most, there are traces in symbolic
references. In the National Socialist hero cult, selecting the colour red for placards and flags took into
account the connotations “of the sacrifice of the dead heroes, but also of the fiery courage of the
fighters”, as Sabine Behrenbeck writes.[45] The hero (re)presented in the image appears bodiless in
the sense that he, as a being out of flesh and blood, remains unseen. This remains true to today: all
warring parties avoid as much as possible showing their own fallen heroes who placed their lives on
the line for the nation – for a higher cause at any rate – as shredded corpses in imagery[46], even if
the limits of what is showable can be moved, particularly in the forms of aestheticising the Muslim
martyr.[47] Vice versa, presumably the explicit (re)presentation of violent deeds and their
consequences – an act of killing or injured bodies hacked to pieces – cannot be associated with the
heroization of the perpetrator or of the heroic victim fighting bravely for their convictions. Even
though a violent deed can become a prerequisite for subsequent heroization (see above), this does
not necessarily entail the community of admirers wanting to imagine the act of violence of the heroic
deed itself all too concretely; their admiration is for the hero’s courage and self-mastery, their efforts
against injustice and oppression, but not their bloody deed or the heroic toleration of gruesome
agonies. By the community of admirers expressly professing in memorial or monument the values for
which their hero took a stand, the violent deed that brought them that status (and that is confirmed
with the admiration of third parties even if it contradicts their values) must remain unseen. Places
where the dead heroes of past wars are remembered have not become tourist destinations just in
recent history, like the example of Verdun shows, where one of the most costly battles of the First
World War is remembered: “Through dramatisations, spectacular offerings and anecdotes, places of
remembrance become places of experience whose potential to refer to historical events is overlaid by
updating endeavours that focus on the emotional experience of today’s visitors.”[48] The concrete
violence that was exercised and suffered at the historical place appears in sublimated form here: Fort
de Vaux for instance, part of the memorial in Verdun, “tries to make a literary sensibility of the site that
testifies to the ‘blood of the heroes’ possible for its visitors.”[49] The ambivalence of martial heroes’
affinity towards violence, so it appears, can no longer be sustained in the modern period[50]; the way
in which they are remembered in monuments, cemeteries and poems, even at former battle sites,
confirms the impossibility of integrating the violence-prone or -suffering hero in the civilised
world.[51]

5. Violence and heroism in the perspective of the longue durée

The connection between heroizations and experiences of violence can be appropriately apprehended
only in the perspective of the longue durée (cf. Temporal Structures of the Heroic).[52] Various aspects
of this connection already mentioned can be found throughout eras (and cultures). These include for
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example the symbolic dimension of violence in view of the constitution of military ruler heroes in late
antiquity and national hero(in)es in wars as well as the modernisation of (older) concepts of honour in
the early modern period. The tension between the historical repetition of situations of violence and
the exceptionalism of the current experiences of violence is another one of these identifiers that are
not limited to the 20th century and the present.

Heroic violence is debated as a central problem of ethics already in the political theories and literary
and artistic works of antiquity, the Middle Ages and the early modern period. Homer’s Achilles figure is
certainly one well-known example. Where a ruler is killed, both the murderer and the murdered
potentate can be ascribed heroic quality depending on whether the deed is understood as the revolt
against a tyrant or as the attack on the legitimate sovereign.[53] In the contrary assessments of acts of
violence, there can be seen the heroization potential of political ideologies and world interpretations
that differ, however, in their affinity towards the heroic and in their interpretation requirements for
the heroic deed. Thus, on the one hand, processes of the nationalisation of violence and social
disciplining for instance led to an incremental displacement of everyday violence in the course of the
early modern period. In the 17th to the 19th century, dynamics of the unbinding of violence
encountered attempts at its containment again and again. The use of violence is increasingly
delegated to and legitimised solely for expert groups recruited by the state (e.g. military and police);
for the rest of society, a heroic self-image is no longer immediately relevant. On the other hand,
against this background no less, ideologies glorifying violence have increasingly established
themselves from the time of the French Revolution until the mid-20th century – for instance in the
heroization of the fighting soldier and in the ostracisation of the opponent as an enemy whose
destruction legitimises any and all kinds of violence in a total war. To legitimise the destruction as a
heroic deed, the danger ascribed to the opponent must be (re)presented as especially great. The
ideologies of nationalism and later fascism and communism, or even political Islam in the wake of the
Islamic Revolution in Iran[54], have unleashed with their programmes of total mobilisation heroic
semantics of an ever-present fight for survival that demands the willingness for self-sacrifice from
everyone. Since the late 18th century, but primarily from the mid-19th century until the Second World
War, war has simultaneously been sacralised as a place of self-experience and self-discovery. Appeals
to heroic conduct are generalised and radicalised by means of wartime propaganda.

The change in the form of violence in the age of what ultimately became total war and radical
ideologies between 1914 and 1945 entailed a transformation of older concepts of heroization. In the
face of the mass experience of war victims and invalidity, but also in light of eroding models of order
such as monarchy and civic society, conventional notions of war heroes lost credibility and cogency.
Heroic violence played a role in the invocations of the warrior-worker in fascism and Stalinism after
the First World War, invocations that oscillated between futuristic modernity and mythic archaic, and
not least of all in National Socialism. The extreme experiences of violence and the totalitarian
ideologies produced a new ‘need for hero(in)es’. In National Socialism, every man who fought as a
soldier and was willing to die for ‘Führer, Volk and Vaterland’ was deemed a potential hero. But it was
no longer just select social groups like soldiers, but ultimately the entire population that was obliged
to make heroic sacrifices in the name of the ‘Volksgemeinschaft’ or ‘world revolution’. After the end of
the world war era, such references and their underlying totalitarian ideologies were delegitimised. The
affectivity, attraction and appeal of the hero were increased in the violent regimes of the 20th century
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– after the Second World War, their instrumentalisation was able to lead to the far-reaching
debasement of the models, as was the case in Germany for instance.

At the same time, since the end of the Second World War, wars’ victims have been reinterpreted as
hero(in)es; the heroic has been put into position against the unfettered violence of an anonymised war
machine. In the second half of the 20th century, experiences of collective violence in ‘heroic
communities’ like fascism, but also under colonial rule, instigated programmes of non-violence and
pacifistic movements that heroize the non-violent struggle of their charismatic leader figures (e.g.
Mahatma Gandhi, Martin Luther King or Nelson Mandela). Such models of a heroic renunciation of
violence that draw on traditions of religious martyrdom extract an active, heroic dimension from the
ostensible passivity of such renunciation. However, these programmes of renouncing violence do not
supplant ideas of heroic violence, but join them as one (heroization) option. In the second half of the
20th century, the processes of decolonisation, the implementation of new orders or the hope of new
social systems are also accompanied by the heroization of revolutionary violence or of the struggle for
freedom and even of the terrorism of all political and ideological hues. Hence, the 20th and 21st
centuries have known a wide spectrum of heroic concepts of violence that are currently being
reactivated.[55]

Fundamental for the reactivation or perpetuation of the link between the heroic and violence are now
media such as the mass press, photography, television series and film. Violent heroes are virtually
ubiquitous in popular blockbusters, television series or computer games: heroic violence in the mass
media apparently exercises an aesthetic fascination – and thus casts doubt on the oft-alleged (but
never actual) fundamental pacification of contemporary Western societies. Dietmar Dath writes in this
regard: “Superheroines and superheroes are non-humans that we love ‘contrary to nature’, against
reason and life experience, and they return this love so unreservedly that in their name prodigious
deeds are done, enormous suffering is endured and entire societies are compelled to examine their
highest moral and ethical principles”.[56]

6. Overview of the scholarly literature

The connection between heroism and violence has been reflected in scholarship to date primarily
through case studies that focus on the connection between violence and masculinity while heroism
seems a consequence of this connection. To name but two examples, the historiographic studies by
Ute Frevert[57] and Karen Hagemann[58] on the German 18th and 19th centuries develop the notion
of the hero via militarised masculinities. In addition, the link between military heroism and idealised
masculinity is the subject of numerous monographic works that centre around its manifestations in
national histories, for example in Germany in the 19th and 20th centuries[59], Great Britain[60] and
the USA[61]. The tension between masculinity and war with its culmination in military heroism is
addressed fundamentally and with global history aspirations by Leo Braudy in From Chivalry to
Terrorism: War and the Changing Nature of Masculinity (2005).[62] However, all these works first
reference the connection between masculinity and violence, in this regard primarily in its organised
form of the political violence of war – a field of study that has been examined extensively through
approaches of different disciplines.
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A theorising contribution to the connection between violence and heroism that initially eschews the
detour of masculinity studies and aims to discuss this connection merely as one manifestation of the
discursive concurrence of the two phenomena is still lacking. In the numerous and extensive
handbooks and edited volumes on the study of violence, there is no chapter, let alone a lemma, on the
hero or the heroic to date.[63] Vice versa, the subject of violence has been taken up in recent hero
scholarship, as can be seen both in recent publications[64] and in the writings of the SFB 948 ‘Heroes –
Heroizations – Heroisms’ that prominently deal with the tension between violence and heroism.[65]
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